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The Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) promises significant improvements for the manufacturing industry by

facilitating the integration of manufacturing systems by Digital Twins. However, ecological and economic

demands also require a cross-domain linkage of multiple scientific perspectives from material sciences,
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engineering, operations, business, and ergonomics, as optimization opportunities can be derived from any

of these perspectives. To extend the IIoT to a true Internet of Production, two concepts are required: first, a

complex, interrelated network of Digital Shadows which combine domain-specific models with data-driven AI

methods; and second, the integration of a large number of research labs, engineering and production sites as a

World Wide Lab which offers controlled exchange of selected, innovation-relevant data even across company

boundaries. In this paper, we define the underlying Computer Science challenges implied by these novel

concepts in four layers: Smart human interfaces provide access to information that has been generated by

model-integrated AI. Given the large variety of manufacturing data, new data modeling techniques should

enable efficient management of Digital Shadows, which is supported by an interconnected infrastructure. Based
on a detailed analysis of these challenges, we derive a systematized research roadmap to to make the vision of

the Internet of Production a reality.

CCS Concepts: • Applied computing→ Engineering; • Computing methodologies→ Artificial intelli-
gence; • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); • Information systems →
Data management systems; • Networks→World Wide Web (network structure); • Social and professional
topics→ Socio-technical systems; • Software and its engineering → Software system structures.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Internet of Production, World Wide Lab, Digital Shadows, Industrial

Internet of Things
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1 INTRODUCTION
Motivation and Relevance. Industry 4.0 is considered as the fourth industrial revolution focusing

on integrating cyber-physical production systems with processes and stakeholders across the

complete value-added chain. The term was announced in 2011 as part of the high-tech strategy

of the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research [26] and became an international

phenomenon reflected in the Japanese Industrial Value Chain Initiative [71], the Advanced Man-

ufacturing Initiative in the USA [108], the Made in China 2025 strategy [101], the South Korean

Manufacturing 3.0 [72], and the UK Catapult research center on High Value Manufacturing [30].

A central challenge in Industry 4.0 is aggregating, abstracting, and analyzing the heterogeneous

data required to understand and optimize the processes at hand [35, 57, 140]. However, the required

data is often locked up in silos owned by different interdisciplinary stakeholders. Apart from the

isolation of data within silos, utilizing information is traditionally limited to specific phases of the

product’s lifecycle, i.e., development, production, and usage. Hence, the information carried by

these data is difficult to identify, interpret, and integrate, which prevents, for instance, using it for

cross-functional analytics, human-in-the-loop decision making, linkage of data with heterogeneous

semantics and structures, machine learning applications, or simple integrated visualization to

improve production processes. The semantic integration of this information is crucial to provide a

comprehensive picture to decision-makers across the value-added chain.

In this article, we introduce the unprecedented concept, challenges, and approaches of designing

the Internet of Production (IoP) [121] that builds on the ideas of the Internet and the Internet

of Things (IoT) to facilitate transparent interconnectivity of production systems. To extend the

Industrial IoT (IIoT) and similar initiatives to a true Internet of Production, two concepts are required:
firstly, a complex, interrelated network of Digital Shadows, which combine domain-specific models

with focused data-driven AI methods inferred by autonomous agents; and second, the integration

of a large number of research labs, engineering and production sites as a World Wide Lab, which
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offers controlled exchange of selected, innovation-relevant data even across company and national

boundaries. The IoP intends to interconnect all production activities to unlock advances resulting

from information exchange and transfer of knowledge across the complete lifecycles of products,

processes, and resources. To this end, the IoP provides models and interfaces to reliably integrate,

analyze, and use production data and information throughout time and space dimensions. It fosters

cross-domain collaboration on multiple levels, across stakeholders, ideally in real-time. As outlined,

these crucial challenges of the IoP are not covered by today’s predominant IoT approaches.

Motivating Example. We illustrate the advantages of the IoP with the example of the ongoing

shift towards electric vehicles in the automotive industry, which is inherently characterized by

multi-causal uncertainties. While this evolving market is highly attractive for automotive man-

ufacturing companies, suppliers, and infrastructure providers, changing regulations, ambiguous

customer demands, and a stream of new technical developments require a rapid adaptation of

products and production processes [23, 144]. Today’s electric car models consist of a multitude

of components and materials, such as aluminum alloys and carbon composites, which must be

assembled according to the specifications of increasingly individual customer orders. Each of

these materials and components is processed differently, requiring a high degree of flexibility

in the assembly line, the preceding supply chain, and the managing systems. These challenges

have to be addressed in short-term (e.g., machine configuration), medium-term (e.g., response

to customer demands), or long-term decisions (e.g., strategy for new model variants). Rapid and

frequent changes hereby imply that the traditional differentiation of the product cycle into distinct

development, production, and usage phases is hardly possible, as the different phases are now

closely intertwined. Therefore, the full benefits of the IoP can only be realized if a data, service, and

analysis infrastructure is established that can provide the required information, which is necessary

to make the appropriate decisions. For example, necessary adaptations to the clearance of a car

door, based on customer feedback, imply changes in machine parameters and in the supply chain if

new materials are demanded. Such a change may affect various stakeholders, e.g., designers, quality

managers, shop floor workers, factory planners, sales experts, logistics partners, or suppliers.

Contributions. Two essential concepts enable the IoP: The World Wide Lab (WWL) and

Digital Shadows. (1) Corresponding to the relationship of the Internet and the World Wide Web

(WWW), we envision theWorld Wide Lab (WWL) as a core element and major application of the

IoP. The WWL aims to be a network of multi-site labs in which models and data from experiments,

manufacturing and usage are made accessible even across company borders to gain additional

knowledge. This change will increase the productivity in a similar way as the WWW increased the

efficiency of e-commerce transactions, customer interactions, supply chain management, etc. (2) As

a main driver of the WWL, we leverage task- and context-dependent, purpose-driven, aggregated,

multi-perspective, and persistent datasets which we call Digital Shadows [92]. We postulate that

Digital Shadows are a suitable solution for production engineering applications, as multi-modal

views with task-specific granularity can provide high performance, low latency, security, and

privacy at the same time.

In this paper, we discuss the manifold research challenges towards an IoP comprising a WWL

built on Digital Shadows from a computer science perspective. Therefore, we augment current

research efforts in manufacturing with a dedicated analysis focusing on computer science challenges

and potential contributions towards the IoP. Thereby, we provide engineers with novel insights into

fundamental challenges that are related to data processing and information exchange that cross-

cut the various partial solutions towards integrated production. Likewise, we provide computer

scientists with an analysis highlighting future interdisciplinary research directions to successfully

turn the ambitious digital transformation of production into reality.
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Therefore, we distinguish four perspectives that address how data will be collected, processed,

and transmitted efficiently in the WWL:

(1) Human-computer interaction plays a major role as the complex, heterogeneous, and inter-

connected information carried by data from production planning and operation has to be

presented in a meaningful way to decision-makers; their feedback needs to be collected in

smart user interfaces, integrated into the Digital Shadow, and used for production control.

(2) Model-integrated Artificial Intelligence (AI) as synergy between data-driven AI methods

and model order reduction techniques from engineering must be considered to enrich data

semantically, to analyze it, to derive new insights, and to act appropriately in production.

(3) Model-driven engineering is a quintessential prerequisite to relate data to knowledge made

explicit in heterogeneous models provided by different stakeholders and communicate it to

systems engineers, designers, suppliers, and others.

(4) Aspects of network infrastructure, edge computing, and data management have to be ad-

dressed to provide an efficient basic infrastructure for data processing within the IoP.

The holistic horizontal and vertical integration in the IoP offers various tangible benefits to all

stakeholders in a production network – from companies in a value-added chain to the individual

machines and its operators: increased efficiency and closer integration through better exchange of

information between different, previously less integrated, stakeholders and thus higher resource

utilization, faster adjustments of the production to change, and less capital commitment. The

exploitation of data from the development, production, and usage cycle of products facilitate

optimization of future products and processes towards lower costs or capital commitment, higher

time, material, and energy efficiency, or higher product quality. Further, cross-learning and semantic

knowledge about commonalities and differences between different materials, production processes,

and products and their interrelationships will contribute to a smarter production. To sum up, our

contributions to the IoP from a computer science perspective are:

• The introduction of the concept of Digital Shadows as an enabler of the Internet of Production.

• The introduction of the concept of World Wide Labs to make knowledge globally accessible.

• A discussion of research challenges for the development of the Internet of Production.

• A set of strategic research directions for the Internet of Production.

Paper Organization.We present our approach to implement the IoP. In the following, Section 2

introduces the context of the IoP, before Section 3 explains the IoP, and Section 4 introduces Digital

Shadows. Afterward, Section 5 details our concept of the WWL, and Section 6 discusses challenges

towards it. Based on these insights, Section 7 presents a strategic research roadmap and, finally,

Section 8 concludes.

2 CONTEXT
The differences between the terms production and manufacturing are not clearly defined in

mechanical engineering. Production is understood as “the conversion of inputs into finished

products” [60]. In the US perception [79], manufacturing is “a series of interrelated activities

and operations involving the design, material selection, planning, production, quality assurance,

management, and marketing of discrete consumer and durable goods” [60]. This definition assumes

that manufacturing is broader than production. However, production can also be understood as the

broader term including additional activities and operations [79] as, e.g., services can be produced

but not manufactured. We follow the latter idea and understand production as the wider term.

The Internet of Production (IoP) provides semantically adequate and context-aware data for

members of production companies and related fields whenever and wherever it is needed [121]. This

article focuses on technical requirements for realizing the IoP from a computer science research

ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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perspective. Of course, the vision of the IoP can only be successfully addressed, if the new concepts

and methods in information technology are applied in an integrated research agenda that also

includes new technologies for production engineering. We are part of a research cluster with an

extraordinary breadth of more than 30 co-located contributing institutes from different disciplines,

such as computer science, engineering, material science, economics, and social-sciences, as well as

over 50 industrial partners, such as Robert Bosch GmbH, Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd and Siemens

AG Corporate Technology (cf. https://iop.rwth-aachen.de/). We have a holistic perspective on

tomorrow’s production and also address, e.g., newmaterial compositions for additivemanufacturing,

the economic perspective of platforms for sharing data between different stakeholders [83], and

also ethical implications of our work. We aim at applying the principles inherent to the Internet,

such as openness, world-wide access, and community-driven standards to the IoP to achieve a

sustainable and effective digital transformation.

2.1 Digital Twins vs. Digital Shadow
To realize the IoP, we suggest Digital Twins, which digitally represent material [15, 24] and

immaterial [85, 95] objects and processes of the real world. The challenge here is the integration of

the different levels of scale (temporal, spatial, etc.) of the numerous underlying processes, yielding

large amounts of data, ill-fitted models, and high latencies if data needs to be aggregated and

analyzed. There exist various platforms and approaches to realize Digital Twins [8, 77, 94, 106, 143]

or to establish the connection between IoT and Digital Twins, e.g., model-driven approaches for

interface generation [81] or the H2020 funded IoTwins Innovation Action project [11], which aims

to design a reference architecture for distributed and edge-enabled twins and its evaluation in

several industrial test beds.

We do not consider a complete Digital Twin to be feasible due to the massive amounts of data that

a virtual replica of a product, machine, or production plant would require. Also, the Digital Twins

that are used in practice are not complete digital counterparts of physical objects; rather, they are

collections of different datasets and models, each representing a particular aspect of the real object.

The datasets are collected for a specific purpose, e.g., sensor data for prediction, CAD models for

simulation. To model this scenario more exactly, our vision focuses on Digital Shadows, which we

consider as task- and context-dependent, purpose-driven, aggregated, and persistent datasets that

encompass a complex reality from multiple perspectives in a more compact fashion and with better

performance than a fully integrated Digital Twin (cf. Section 4). A Digital Shadow can be compared

to a view in database systems: an aggregated subset of the data of the real object, computed by a

complex function that might include complex algorithms for data reduction and analysis.

We have already proposed a conceptual model [10] to describe digital shadows and demonstrate it

using a concrete example. The conceptual model was established through interdisciplinary research

and intensive discussions and was evaluated in various real-world manufacturing scenarios. It is a

foundation to manage complexity, automated analyses, and syntheses, and, ultimately, facilitates

cross-domain collaboration. For a better understanding on how Digital Shadows could be used

within Digital Twins, we refer the reader to a dedicated example [22].

2.2 Comparison to State-of-the-Art
In comparison to existing approaches, the Internet of Production provides a holistic, cross-domain,

and collaborative perspective on manufacturing processes. Existing approaches can be categorized

into the following areas: Concrete technologies such as the classical Internet, cloud manufacturing

and Industrial IoT, business demonstrators and digital transformation strategies such as service-

oriented manufacturing approaches, digital manufacturing or the Global Lighthouse Network, and

politically and funding-driven approaches such as Industry 4.0 and other national initiatives.

ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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In comparison to the Classical Internet, the IoP offers more functionality to a restricted

group of stakeholders. It grants access to world-wide production-focused knowledge bases, pro-

vides aggregated and semantically enriched data from production processes, includes intelligent

algorithms and functionalities to support question-solving, and enables users to analyze their

own data. These functionalities are available to all stakeholders within production processes, such

as employees of different companies of the production network within all levels of work, e.g.,

the workforce, the quality assurance team, marketing experts, production planning, suppliers, or

logistics partners.

Certainly, comparing the IoP to the Classical Internet is a fitting analogy given that the Internet

itself started as a lab of labs, an aspect that the IoP, in turn, picks up with the concept of the

World Wide Lab. Moreover, today, the Classical Internet serves as an archetype: It revolutionized

networking with its novel idea of packet switching. Other approaches followed up on this idea.

For example, in the domain of logistics, the concept of the Physical Internet [7, 109] also relies on

the Internet analogy, envisioning to establish a physical form of “packet” switching in logistics.

In contrast to the Physical Internet with its cargo and product flows, the Internet of Production

itself intends to establish a “knowledge” switching for the manufacturing industry by sourcing

information and Digital Shadows from various stakeholders and across domains, with the goal of a

sustainable and effective digital transformation.

In relationship to Industry 4.0, the Internet of Production can be seen as a concrete initiative

to realize aspects of these strategies in cooperation between research and industry. This includes the

integration of digitized cyber-physical production systems with their processes and stakeholders to

optimize the complete value-added chain. However, this idea is also relevant internationally within

the US Advanced Manufacturing Initiative [108], the Chinese Made in China 2025 strategy [101],

the Japanese Industrial Value Chain Initiative [71], the South Korean Manufacturing 3.0 [72], and

the UK national Catapult research center on High Value Manufacturing [30].

The Global Lighthouse Network [151] is an initiative of the World Economic Forum. The

initiative was launched because of the global manufacturing industry’s lag in adopting Industry 4.0

technologies. It has essentially the same goals as the IoP, i.e. namely a move toward globally

networked production. However, it focuses more on the management perspective, whereas the IoP

develops the necessary technical foundations to achieve this goal.

Approaches such as Digital Manufacturing [107] as part of the Fourth Industrial Revo-
lution [136] refer to the digital transformation of production processes using smart and agile

manufacturing and smart factories together with digital manufacturing technologies such as ad-

ditive manufacturing (3D printing), laser cutting, and CNC processes. In contrast, the IoP has no

limit regarding specific manufacturing technologies, and integrates the whole value chain.

IoP and Industrial IoT. General efforts, such as the Industrial IoT or Industry 4.0, typically

focus on enabling communication only within the same company [36]. In contrast, our vision of the

Internet of Production does notmerely intend to enable communication between different companies,

but also aims to realize a new level of cross-domain collaboration by enabling the exchange of

semantically adequate and context-aware data whenever and wherever it is needed [121].

CloudManufacturing is “a service-oriented business model to share manufacturing capabilities

and resources on a cloud platform” [48], which encapsulates distributed resources into cloud

services, and allows for their integrated management [153]. According to Siderska and Jadaan [139],

cloud manufacturing focuses on inter-factory integration, whereas Industry 4.0 also considers

intra-factory integration. The IoP shares the Industry 4.0 idea of intra-factory and inter-factory

integration and it does not restrict its technological approach to only one technology such as cloud

applications [48], and service-oriented architectures [134]. Cloud manufacturing platforms can be

ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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built for small-medium size enterprises or group enterprises [97]. In contrast to that, the Internet

of Production is not limited to one enterprise or a group of enterprises.

Service-oriented Manufacturing integrates services and physical products into one product

service system and companies involved focus typically on a specific sector [53]. Research in this

area focuses on the business perspective and pricing strategies [154], not the technological and

computer science perspective.

In summary, there are already approaches towards the digital transformation of production.

They either focus on singular aspects of digital production, take a management perspective without

sufficiently resolving the technical challenges, or lack strategies to enable collaboration across

company boundaries. As outlined in the next sections, the Internet of Production integrates these

different approaches holistically and provides concepts and method to achieve this ambitious goal.

General Challenges that the aforementioned global initiatives are proposing to solve by in-

tegrating manufacturing and IT are of societal and political nature. The proposed solutions have

partially overlapping issues, but each also has its strategic foci and thus associated challenges, some

of which we outline here. Digital Manufacturing, which aims to integrate digital manufacturing

methods into production processes, leads to typical issues in human-robot collaboration like unfore-

seen events that robots cannot handle [107]. Data availability for monitoring and control, as well as

its management and networking are further challenges. Cloud Manufacturing leads to two major

challenges [139]: First, general integration issues of cloud computing, IoT, and high-performance

computing exist. Second, technical issues such as cloud management engines and visualization in

cloud environments surface. For service-oriented manufacturing, Gao et al. [53] discuss challenges

in the cooperation between businesses and adaptations of business models for outsourcing parts

of the value chain as services. They see service-oriented manufacturing as “innovation from the

perspectives of business model, industry insight, and technology advantages”.

In Section 6, we specifically describe the challenges involved in realizing the Internet of Produc-

tion. We categorize these into four layers. In the Outlook, we point out challenges that go beyond

these layers, such as implications for business models.

3 VISION OF THE INTERNET OF PRODUCTION (IoP)
Modern production environments are characterized by highly complex processes and dependencies

along the complete production chain [122]. Consequently, optimizing the overall production requires

a performant communication and collaboration not only between different factories of the same

company, but also across company boundaries, as otherwise, changes made by one supplier could

have negative effects on other companies in the production chain [147]. Rolled out to all stages

of the production chain, the IoP would, e.g., allow for faster development cycles, as implications

of new design changes can be populated along the overall production chain more easily. Beyond,

we identify the main potential of the IoP in the World Wide Lab (WWL), which combines the

information of hundreds to thousands of (different) processes into one huge (virtual) setting.

Establishing andUtilizing aWorld-WideKnowledgeBase.The resultingworld-wide knowl-
edge base consequently enables the usage of data-intensive approaches, such as machine learning,

to generate purpose-driven Digital Shadows incorporating deep production knowledge for op-

timizing processes, efficiently developing new products, or predicting their life span. In today’s

production landscape, such approaches are not feasible due to the scarcity of available data and the

large possible parameter space. This problem is even more pronounced in new production sectors,

such as the aforementioned electric vehicle industry, as well as for newly founded companies that

do not have a large pool of information. A newly founded electric car manufacturer, for example,

would not have many benchmarking opportunities yet many options to innovate. Using the WWL,

the manufacturer could now link the current state of its production processes to processes running

ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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Internet of Production
optimize production quality, keep material properties

Actions My Factory Dashboard Consult External Best Practices Semantic Knowledge Base

Explanation
Less material removal yields
higher quality in your milling
process. But processing time
and costs will increase.
Read more...

Context
ACME Inc. implemented this
strategy successfully. Energy

Speed

Training

Proposed Changes

Projection based on your
live data.

Read more...

Apply

Fig. 1. A mockup of a search engine for production queries leveraging the (global) knowledge base processed
by intelligent agents to optimize production processes, as envisioned by the Internet of Production (IoP).

in factories of other companies (competitors, suppliers, customers) or also experiments at universi-

ties [122] to explore new process improvements. Some of these improvements can be implemented

automatically, especially since the concepts originating from the broader context of IIoT, Industry

4.0, and the IoP enable wide-spread factory automation and reconfiguration [149]. Yet, uncalled-for

automation limits the optimization of production and processes [137], which is why the impact of

human workers should not be underestimated.

Access to IoP-Enabled Knowledge. Acknowledging the prominent position of workers and

decision-makers in socio-technical systems, we thus put the human at the top of the IoP and

do not aim for fully automated production. Consequently, it is important to provide task- and

user-centered interfaces to make it easier for human engineers and workers to access the available

information and support them in design, manufacturing, and management tasks. One possible

interface could be modeled after popular web search engines where users can perform queries

to find the desired information. Based on such production queries, data from several, potentially

external, sources need to be integrated, semantically enriched, analyzed, and visualized. In the

context of the mentioned car manufacturer, operators might ask, e.g., how to optimize production

quality while keeping material properties. Figure 1 illustrates our concept using this query. Based

on contextual data, e.g., previous queries, the user interface can reference the current material

composition and suggest actions. Intelligent software agents [131] behind this interface collect

relevant information from the WWL and subsequently analyze the influence of changes in material

composition on production as a whole. The data hereby have to be retrieved from various sources

maintained by different stakeholders. Access to the data is thus enabled by the WWL. The changes

could, e.g., plot a projection of the overall quality of the production. The effects are visually enriched

so that the user can understand them more easily. The querying actor could then use the provided

information for management decisions regarding changes to the material composition. Proposed

changes could be directly applied from within the search user interface.

Establishing the Internet of Production. Smart Human Interfaces are an important compo-

nent of our envisioned technology stack to enable the IoP, as illustrated on the left side of Figure 2.

More specifically, task- and user-centered interfaces are required to facilitate the access of human

engineers and workers to the newly gained information. Gathering the corresponding context- and

task-specific information itself requires a sophisticated underlying infrastructure. Model-Integrated
Artificial Intelligence composes the information in human-understandable form by means of models

from different domains combined with AI on the basis of data abstractions and aggregations, which

ACM Trans. Internet Things, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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Shadows (Sec. 6.2)
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World Wide Lab
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Fig. 2. In the Internet of Production (IoP), task-adaptive Digital Shadows build on interconnected infras-
tructure, data modeling, and model-integrated artificial intelligence to provide smart interfaces that make
the right data actionable at the right time during development, production, and usage. Integration across
different production facilities and locations leads to the World Wide Lab.

are, in turn, maintained by Data Modeling techniques which themselves need an Interconnected
Infrastructure that retrieves and integrates data. Besides the challenges and benefits from an engi-

neering point of view, each of these four layers poses several challenges that are highly relevant

from a computer science perspective and that need to be solved on the way to realizing our vision.

Smart Human Interfaces. As illustrated above, making it easy for human users like production

managers and shop floor operators to formulate their problems without the necessity of complicated

programming languages requires Smart Human Interfaces. Solutions should be provided in forms

that are easy to understand and learn in a micro-learning style [84], so that the human engineer can

take appropriate actions to implement them and consequently achieve a real improvement of the

production process. What makes this challenging is the volume and diversity of information that

needs to be presented: apart from information about material, product, and process optimizations

derived from continuous data analysis, we also envision integrating new data from the WWL

whenever they are available. Additionally, the current state of the production has to be accounted

for, as well as specific input by operators regarding their needs and problems. Thus, the interfaces

have to be able to present a diverse set of information to the human workers.

Model-Integrated Artificial Intelligence. Based on novel combinations of mathematical models,

simulations, and data-driven artificial intelligence, information is gathered from different entities

in the WWL, data is aggregated from various sources, Digital Shadows are built [92, 103], and

answers to user queries are computed. The implementation of intelligent software agents enables

model-integrated AI, meaning various techniques of AI, e.g., knowledge-based systems, machine

learning, or data mining, in synergy with engineering models to give answers for specific purposes

in production scenarios. The challenges lie in the networking of such agents in the WWL, and the

integration of different AI approaches to provide trustworthy aids for manufacturing.
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Data Modeling. Furthermore, sophisticated Data Modeling techniques are required to model the

Digital Shadow, i.e., the heterogeneous datasets originating from different production processes.

The data models need to be tightly connected to the engineering models of the machines on the

shop floor, as their setup determines the type and structure of the data to be collected. Thus, in

addition to describing the static aspects (e.g., schema, provenance, quality), the ability to derive the

data models from the engineering models by applying model transformations must be considered.

Interconnected Infrastructure. An Interconnected Infrastructure for the WWL is challenged by

increasingly high data rates in the manufacturing industry, where sensors can generate data in

the range of giga- to petabytes per second [55]. These data rates are problematic for storage and

semantic analysis in real-time, as well as for sending these vast amounts of data within the WWL.

Therefore, data has to be aggregated and reduced in a semantically meaningful way to still enable

purpose-driven, meaningfully abstracted and aggregated, temporal data subsets. For this, model

and data reduction techniques have to be applied, e.g., in the form of edge computing or in-network

processing, to process the data as early as possible in the WWL.

Organizational Challenges. In addition to the requirements of the various layers of the IoP, some

general issues also apply to several layers. The stakeholders of the WWL need to establish a level

of trust between each other, so that data can be shared [32, 52]. Then, a platform with standardized

interfaces can be established that provides the technological basis for data exchange. For example,

the International Data Spaces Association [111, 112] currently develop a platform for secure, trusted,

and reliable data exchange while also guaranteeing the data sovereignty of the data providers. We

plan to apply some key aspects of this platform in the IoP [73]. When considering the individual

local production sites, safety and security aspects play a crucial role as well [63] because a minimum

of guarantees must be in place to ensure a smooth and uneventful operation of the WWL.

Summarizing, our vision of the IoP addresses the idea of exchanging data on a global level and

using this data to provide task-specific information whenever and wherever needed. Consequently,

the form of data representation used in the IoP is a key concept of our vision. In the following, we

present how we utilize Digital Shadows to realize our envisioned cross-domain collaboration.

4 DIGITAL SHADOWS ENABLE THE INTERNET OF PRODUCTION
Our vision of the IoP demands that the right information is available at the right time, depending

on the task and context. Such information includes data from the production systems and pro-

cesses, shop floor workers, customers, suppliers, and many other sources, which allow optimizing

production, reduce downtimes, and save resources [152]. Figure 2 shows the stepwise construction,

refinement, and application of Digital Shadows. At the bottom layer, physical and virtual production

steps produce raw data that characterize the product, the process, and the resources. Due to the

volume, variety, and velocity of data, retrieving the right information from the data is figuratively

like searching for a needle in a haystack. Hence, these data need to be abstracted and aggregated to

support meaningful decision-making at different levels and scopes, from real-time machine and

process optimizations to long-term strategic planning. An interconnected infrastructure, including

additional metadata characterizing data points and facilitating remote access, builds the basis for

data aggregation. Data models provide structural information about the available data and thus

enable knowledge gain via purposeful connection of data points. By applying AI methods, such as

machine learning or process mining [145], we can attain further knowledge from the available data,

e.g., quality predictions or bottlenecks in assembly lines. Human interfaces support decision making,

process optimization, error avoidance, and thus improve production performance by providing user-

and target-specific Digital Shadows. They also facilitate human interaction with the cyber-physical

production system (CPPS) and allow for analytics and AI methods creating Digital Shadows.
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Fig. 3. Beyond data, Digital Shadows contain models and metadata that provide insight into the data’s
context, traces, and interdependencies.

Digital Shadows are sets of contextual data traces or their aggregation and abstraction collected

from a system or mockup, such that they help to fulfill a specific purpose with respect to the

original system. They are comprised of data, metadata, and models.

Digital Shadows are created on the fly to be semantically sufficiently correct for their specific

purpose. To this effect, they are generated by the application of data analytics and reduced en-

gineering models. The former translate data (in real time) to information (possibly by involving

machine learning algorithms), the latter enable relating that information and giving semantics

(meaning) in the context of the purpose, e.g., the production system or process the information

was produced from. Consequently, digital shadows may contain (parts of) engineering models,

simulation models, or other models of the system whose part or activity they represent. Under-

standing Digital Shadows as interfaces for production services enables re-using these services with

refined or abstracted Digital Shadows for subsequent tasks. Thereby, Digital Shadows continuously

improve with their usage, since the underlying production models are validated and extended

with each additional application. Digital Shadows benefit from interconnected production plants

because they can access and be composed of more data from different data sources. With more data

available, they can become more meaningful and thus more effective in supporting automation.

The technical realization of a Digital Shadow potentially includes different pieces of information

but should at least contain (i) the data (or an abstraction thereof) collected in the monitoring

period; (ii) metadata, such as period of time, the sensors used, the sampling frequency, potential

uncertainties, information about the state of the system during operation (if that is not part of

the sensed data), the intention of the measurement, who was involved, etc.; and (iii) contextual

data, such as references to the engineering model (e.g., CAD, Simulink, SysML, or UML) of the

observed system or process, for instance, describing, where sensors are attached to and thus where

measurements are taken from. A Digital Shadow includes the information on how it has been

computed as metadata; thus, we know about the constraints and limitations of the dataset. This

information is crucial when examining the data quality of a Digital Shadow, i.e., by changing the

function that produces the Digital Shadow, we can improve its data quality.

Figure 3 shows the components of Digital Shadows: models, data, and metadata. We refer the

reader to our work [10] for details on the conceptual model of Digital Shadows. Digital Shadows

refine other Digital Shadows by providing more detailed models, by adding up-to-date data, by

deriving new Digital Shadows using AI methods, or by combining the information contained in

other Digital Shadows into a new Digital Shadow. Individual Digital Shadows not only serve to
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control individual production processes, but can be linked together within or across companies.

Combining Digital Shadows across different processes and companies to a World Wide Lab delivers

added value by providing more information that can reveal additional insights on the production,

identifying correlations of subsequent process steps or actors along the value chain, as well as

transferring of recognized patterns to similar but new processes.

5 ESTABLISHING THEWORLDWIDE LAB (WWL): MAKING KNOWLEDGE
GLOBALLY ACCESSIBLE

Digital Shadows are an important aspect when capturing information that was generated as part of

the IoP. To realize the main application of the Internet of Production (cf. Section 1), research must

also focus on open aspects of the envisioned WWL, i.e., how to securely realize the exchange of

knowledge across different stakeholders to enable approaches like transfer learning. The WWL

complements Digital Shadows by offering stakeholders the ability to reliably collaborate in an

industrial setting and, ultimately, to improve their existing Digital Shadows, thus tapping into

currently unrealized potentials.

World Wide Lab (WWL). The World Wide Lab connects all (existing) data sources in a globally

interconnected system and makes them available across company borders to foster a transfer of

knowledge and to fuel innovation. To this end, available information is re-used across all phases

of the product cycle, i.e., development, production, and usage. The WWL is not fixed to a single

architecture or set of stakeholders. These decisions are use case-specific.

The termWWL is chosen as an analogy to theWWWas the envisionedWWL should also provide

(unstructured) information in a large-scale system that is maintained by multiple (distrusting)

stakeholders in a similar way as the Internet. Naturally, such a setting also requires in-depth

analyses of the underlying security principles and privacy needs to make sure that the new types of

dataflows [122] and data sharing concepts are implemented securely [120]. We envision combining

data sources from different production sites, supply chains, data lakes, and cyber-physical systems

(CPSs). Thus, we make information, potentially provided by competitors, available across company

borders to eventually make it accessible within an established World Wide Lab. This change in

boundaries enables companies to improve their decision-making by combining data sources and

Digital Shadows on a larger scale [121]. For instance, comparative process mining using process

cubes [146] allows informed decisions by comparing different processes and their properties.

The Need for (Data) Security and Safety. Traditionally, companies in the production domain

are cautious when sharing data to prevent any leakage of sensitive information [110]. Hence, the

transition from today’s local data silos to a globally accessible knowledge base [122] is a significant

challenge as valuable intellectual property must be protected accordingly. Similarly, even less

sensitive data, such as shipment information, might already expose business relationships to the

public. Consequently, the identity of involved companies should be concealed through technical

means whenever practical [64]. In addition to data security, safety aspects are relevant as data

sharing can have a direct impact on the environment, involved workforce, and the local production

site [63]. Safety is paramount when using foreign data, as, e.g., incorrect parameter settings applied

to a machine can cause physical damage and, even worse, harm to humans. Here, especially, network

security policies should be revised to account for the shift from isolated production networks to the

global World Wide Lab [63, 120]. Simultaneously, improvements in this area can also mitigate the

individual risks of data leakage. Overall, (data) security and safety are fundamental for the WWL.

Integrating Data Sources into the WWL. Given that a variety of different systems must

be integrated, the required changes to shape the manufacturing industry to the WWL affect
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different areas of today’s production. In production cells, the gathering and sharing of process data

of individual CPSs and production processes must be dealt with. Concerning our exemplary car

manufacturer, this view corresponds to information about a single assembly step in production.

On the shop floor, the Digital Shadows of different production cells can be combined for a single

production site. W.r.t. to our example, the data collected here refers to all local production steps and

their (inter)connections. Finally, on theWWL layer, data and knowledge of different production sites,
potentially even across domains [147], should be available for companies in the WWL [57]. Here,

data sources are not limited to companies along a single supply chain. Instead, we also encourage

an exchange of information across supply chains to maximize the improvements resulting from

exchanged information. A recent survey [155] underlines that even the usually considered scenario

of smart supply chains is not yet put into practice. To conclude, data sources from different areas in

manufacturing, i.e., production cells, shop floors, and the WWL layer, have to be accessible within

the WWL to provide the needed information and variety.

As highlighted before (cf. Section 3), all available data is part of the current state of knowledge,

which is not in a fixed state, but in continuous change, as new process information and data ideally

help to improve the existing shadows [57]. The car factory could, for example, retrieve machine

parameters gathered in a different setting (by another stakeholder) to react to changes in the

hardness of the delivered steel. Overall, reaching decisions is more efficient and reliable with the

WWL because all globally available knowledge is incorporated into the decision-making process.

Estimating the Impact of the WWL. The fully developed and interconnected WWL serves as

the ideal real-world application of the concept of the Internet of Production: a globally accessible

knowledge base that combines the information of numerous data sources. Without further research,

we are unable to fully tap into the expected potentials. In line with the advances made by large

standardization projects, such as Gaia-X [18] or the International Data Spaces (IDS) [111, 112], we

realized first prototypes of the WWL to showcase its potential to companies. For example, beyond

our formalization on data interoperability [57], we already provide insights into the accountable

and reliable data sharing in supply chains [5, 117, 118]. While research traditionally focuses on data

sharing along the supply chain, we also particularly explore the data sharing across supply chains,

and especially when trust relationships are missing [123]. For example, we revisited the privacy

needs in company benchmarking across supply chains and discovered that existing work does

not account for the sensitivity of the complex computations of key performance indicators [124].

Using readily-available building blocks from confidential computing, we demonstrate that secure

approaches are feasible [124] and serve as candidates for real-world use in industry and the WWL.

Regarding the sharing of production parameters and associated experiences, we analyzed the

industry needs when commissioning new production lines and correspondingly developed an

oblivious exchange platform to facilitate such information sharing [119]. Again, we rely on well-

known concepts from confidential computing to ensure security and real-world deployability in

the WWL. With two distinct use cases (injection molding and machine tools), we showcase our

platform’s universality, i.e., our work is not bound to a specific use case. To conclude, our work

proves that turning the WWL into reality is possible with concepts from confidential computing.

Additional research is needed to transform novel applications into secure, reliable services in the

WWL, which are then re-usable across different domains.

An Outlook into Tomorrow’s WWL. In particular, we identify a significant need for future

research (also concerning readily-available building blocks) in the area of (federated) privacy-

preserving machine learning. We expect the WWL to enable such applications on a large scale

and thus be a source of advancements. For example, when high-pressure die casting parts for cars,

machine learning-based quality prediction allows discovering defects even when in-situ methods

are not applicable. Enriching the input data with external data would significantly improve the
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prediction results, allow for properly configured production lines, and thereby reduce scrap rates.

Especially when directly feeding information into live processes, safety needs must be considered

in light of external knowledge sources with its diverse stakeholders. Naturally, more in-depth

collaborations, data exchanges, and novel, currently unexplored use cases and applications will

emerge once first experiences have been made [122]: Both the perceived advantages and a decrease

in reservation against data sharing due to the fear of data leakage will accelerate this development.

For now, our work showcases the WWL’s potentials, and our findings contribute to standardization

efforts, such as Gaia-X or the IDS, that will eventually manifest the WWL in practice.

In the following, we first mention challenges for the WWL, highlight the progress that has

already been made, and then formulate necessary further research directions.

6 SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE INTERNET OF PRODUCTION
The last two sections laid out the methodological foundation of our approach of the IoP. Digital

Shadows provide purpose-driven collections of data, facilitating data-driven decisions. The WWL

connects these Digital Shadows in a global network, paralleling the idea of the web as the prime

application of the Internet. By establishing an interconnected knowledge base consisting of data

sources from various companies, we achieve massive economies of scale, thus increasing the overall

benefits. However, to the same extent, we enable several new hurdles that need to be tackled. In

the following, we examine these challenges using the top-down layered model shown on the left in

Figure 2. For each layer, we highlight research that has already been started to address these issues.

We will point the reader to other publications by the authors in which more concrete research

results are reported, such as the usage of Digital Shadows in process mining [22] or adaptation of

the production system to the capabilities of the worker [102].

6.1 Humane Interfaces for Interacting with Digital Shadows
The new possibilities of the Internet of Production have given rise to new questions in the area of

designing the interfaces between the human actors and the IoP that have so far been insufficiently

addressed in current research [78]. On the one hand, more and smarter automation raises the

question of responsibility and control [93, 133], and on the other hand, new forms of hybrid

intelligence as the collaboration between human operators and the IoP must be designed that

harness the potentials of both artificial and human intelligence [44, 89].

Despite the obvious potential of increasingly automated production control through IoP-based

Digital Shadows, people will remain an integral component of socio-technical production systems

(STPS) [50, 78]: Either as certain tasks cannot be fully automated for technical, legal, or ethical

constraints, because of a shift from manual activities to monitoring and planning tasks, or as a final

arbitrator when automated systems fail or come into conflict [150].

However, reliable automation leads to the automation conundrum [46]: The more systems are

automated, and the higher the performance of the automation, the lower the supervisors’ situational

awareness and the more difficult supervision, intervention, or manual control becomes. Thus,

several challenges need to be addressed to support operators’ interaction with Digital Shadow-

based automation at all company levels (e.g., shop floor operation, factory planning, supply chain

management, and strategic planning):

TransparentAutomation andMeaningful Control.Operators’ and decisionmakers’ process

knowledge and understanding deteriorate through abstraction and automation [6, 9, 46, 150].

However, this situational awareness is crucial should automation fail, to evaluate the functioning

of an automated system, or to handle unmodeled situations (out-of-the-loop loss of situational

awareness). Consequently, a challenge is to design simple interfaces to automated processes and

decision-support systems that are accessible, transparent, and easy to learn and use.
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Although one of our intended interfaces is as simple as an Internet search engine (cf. Figure 1),

processing these queries is more sophisticated than a simple keyword search. As users should not

need deep technical knowledge about the underlying system, autonomous agents interacting on

the WWL can provide this semantic information implicitly. For example, when inquiring about the

ideal type of an electric car battery, the planned production method or driving safety is considered

implicitly. Other forms of automation can draw on transparent explanatory approaches so that

the basis for the system’s decisions can be interpreted, understood, and corrected if necessary. An

emerging research field to increase usability and comprehensibility of models is Explainable AI [4],

whose approaches and methods must be adapted to the specific use cases of the production domain.

Modeling of Tacit Knowledge. A further challenge is the utilization of human expertise

through automated systems. Most machine learning approaches require representations of human

knowledge to create digital models of product and production planning, as well as production and

usage. In some cases, the description of this knowledge is simple and often already exists (e.g.,

image classification for online quality control, if quality can be measured easily). In other cases, a

representation of the expert knowledge is necessary, but this tacit knowledge is difficult to verbalize

and hidden in unconscious evaluations and motor memory [126]. Consequently, it is difficult to

communicate this knowledge and expertise to others and other domains, to record and describe

this knowledge digitally, and to use sparse data to train AI algorithms [89].

Bias-Free Interaction with Automated Systems. Trust, reliance, and trustworthiness is a

crucial prerequisite for acceptance and use of automation in production and other domains [65].

Adequate and meaningful use of automation by operators must be carefully balanced between disuse
(intentional neglect of decision aids, either due to missing trust or missing perceived benefits) and

misuse (over-utilization of automation by over-trust and neglecting to check its results) [65, 114].

This fine balance relates to automation biases and automation complacency, and sound systems

design helps [19, 58]: if automated systems are designed right, operators have more capacity to

detect malfunctioning automation and to handle exceptions.

Context- and User-Centered Interfaces. Third, a challenge is to make the vast amount of

heterogeneous information from the IoP transparent and accessible through user-, context-, and

task-dependent interfaces [1, 29]. Again, the design of STPSs and interface usability are important

factors, as good interfaces facilitate the understanding of the systems’ status and functioning, lower

cognitive load, enable successful operation, and offer insights on further optimizations. Further, we

need a “natural and trusted” communicative etiquette for enabling a close and trusted collaboration

between the operators and the AI-based systems. For this, understanding the operators’ basic

emotional needs as well as their mental models of and general attitudes towards these highly

complex systems is of importance. Further, the demographic shift and changes in the workforce

pose further challenges, as user interfaces and support systems must take older workers and their

specific requirements, different skill-sets, interests, and abilities into account [34, 47].

In prior work, we have shown that good user interface design is crucial for successful and

trustful interaction with automated production systems [125] and robots interacting closely with

humans [14]. Well-designed user interfaces mitigate automation biases by enabling operators to

intervene should automation fail [19].

Example. Taking the production of an e-vehicle as an example, the Internet of Production

results in changes for workers along the value chain. Through human-centered design of decision

dashboards and approaches such as Explainable AI, decision support systems can provide transpar-

ent suggestions for improving the performance of production processes, quality insurance, or the

supply chain, thus reducing human errors in decision making [19]. Also, by continuously capturing

the interactions of experienced workers with the production systems, their knowledge can be

integrated to improve future recommendations for novices. Further, digital images of the workers’
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capabilities and requirements can be generated and used to orchestrate the collaboration between

production systems and workers, for example, by adopting the speed of production process and

human-robot collaboration to the workers’ needs [102].

Takeaway. Overall, the adequacy of these systems and their design should not be determined
by experts from engineering, computer science, or ethics alone, but rather in partnership with the
employees. A participatory design ensures that the technological advances and implementations of
STPSs are harmonized with people’s capabilities, norms, and values.

6.2 Model-Integrated Artificial Intelligence with Autonomous Agents in the IoP
Within the IoP, the goal is to create a synergy between data-driven AI methods and state-of-the-art

model order reduction techniques from engineering mathematics across disciplinary boundaries.

This enables a high level of automation to realize real-time decisions, through built and shared

Digital Shadows. E.g., in e-vehicle manufacturing, sheet metal is still a fundamental material whose

processing consumes large amounts of energy, while deviations are safety-critical. Therefore,

integrating reduced engineering models of material properties with machine learning in the hot

rolling process to inform artificial networks as Digital Shadows enables real-time compensations

for deviations during the process [103]. This adjustment allows significant energy savings. For this

degree of automation, which is needed to gain all data and knowledge from different sources and

domains worldwide to build Digital Shadows and realize model-integrated AI, we need autonomous

agents [131] based on various AI techniques like knowledge-based systems or machine learning to

name but a few. Manual data queries that would otherwise be required would be infeasible given

the level of cross-domain collaboration and networking.

Another example in e-vehicle manufacturing covers sophisticated logistics robots used in modern

modularized factories without assembly lines [25]. In such complex settings, sophisticated logistics

robots controlled by autonomous agents can help to assemble products, integrating different AI

methods [66, 67]. Similar methods were used for autonomous agents communicating as programs

with the WWW to realize Semantic Web applications [100, 127]. In addition, further examples of

successful applications of agent technologies in industrial settings exist [90, 91].

In the IoP, we develop autonomous agents, calledWWL Agents [21], in a multi-agent network

connected to information sources for semantic information, e.g., ontologies [99] and knowledge

graphs providing provenance information [57]. With the latter, it is possible to get, e.g., the origin

of data used for training an artificial neural network representing a particular Digital Shadow or

the usage history of mathematical models comprised within the Digital Shadow to solve difficult

production steps.

Comparable agent systems in the literature are very often only used to support manufacturing

processes within a single production facility or company [75, 90, 91]. The novelty of our approach

is that the purpose of WWL Agents is realizing interoperability in the WWL and breaking data

silos enabling data-intensive AI approaches, such as machine learning, to generate specific Digital

Shadows. For instance, communicating with agents from other companies, apply different AI

methods for sharing, generating, and using their data and Digital Shadows from different production

domains is their main function. Furthermore, with semantic information about the origin of the

data, they can provide detailed information of solutions found by a WWL Agent to users around

the world. In addition, this approach can incorporate existing local multi-agent production systems

if they provide an interface to the WWL.

Explainable AI. To be able to present comprehensible results for humans as discussed above,

algorithms need to be able to explain why their results are reasonable and accurate. Such explainable

AI methods [2, 45] can be provided by knowledge-based systems because they represent the

knowledge in a human-understandable way [17]. However, one of the challenges is to find the
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right explanations and their representation for production processes. Further, other AI approaches

as, e.g., machine learning or process mining [3], need to be included in trustworthy explanations.

Furthermore, in the IoP, semantic information about the data in the WWL is available to calculate

appropriate answers. Given that the IoP presents a well-understood domain [20], the semantic

information is already represented in existing models andmethods. However, it is often not machine-

readable and not yet linked to the raw machine-produced sensor data, which need to be exploited

by software agents. Open questions are how to gain machine-readable semantic information from

the existing models and how to link the semantic information from the engineering models to the

data to build trustworthy software agents [141] dealing with the semantics in Digital Shadows and

supporting the decision process of engineers in the WWL.

WWL Agent Dialogs. In the vision of the IoP, WWL Agents realize user dialogs via interfaces

like shown, e.g., in Figure 1, and help the users to get the appropriate answers to their problem

in the sense that it improves the product and the production processes. These agents need to

be interconnected within the WWL to enable them to integrate information from external data

sources as well. With this information, the agents are able to compute solutions or suggestions

and generate answers to the user requests. Here, the challenges lie in realizing a human-machine

communication that is understandable for the humans working in the production. Additionally, the

relevant information from the WWL has to be identified to give adequate answers, which really

lead to process improvements.

Multi-Agent Network. We claim that only the WWL delivers the amount and variation of

data that is necessary to build Digital Shadows as, e.g., trained artificial neural networks, so that

they can provide aids for specific purposes in a production process. Therefore, WWL Agents in a

world-wide multi-agent network are a key factor in reaching this level of interoperability.

By communicating via the WWL, the agents share services, data, and knowledge, so that other

agents can support their local clients with their production. In that way, it is possible, for instance, to

realize a fully automated on-demand pull production [70], with implications along the whole supply

chain, as long as every participant is connected to the WWL. Thus, production can dynamically

adapt to local or global changes, such as product design modifications, local production failures, or

supply chain variances in case of a strike, natural disaster, or pandemic. The challenges range from

finding the appropriate network structure for the agents to how requests to agents are processed.

Standardized and Open Communication Protocols. Similar to the WWW, the WWL can

only unfold its full function if a crucial number of participants is able to share their information in

the network. The success of the WWW was only possible because there was an open access to all

its protocols as HTTP. Therefore, for the IoP we intend to let the autonomous agents use protocols

based on HTTP and other open standards. Furthermore, new protocols which are needed for the

communication between the autonomous agents have to be freely available and standardized in

the long run to let everyone participate in the WWL with their own agent.

Connection to Versioned Data Storages and Ontologies. The agents in the WWL have to be

connected to various information sources to gain the knowledge they need to give proper answers

to the user. For doing so, the agents need semantic information about the posed queries. Therefore,

we want to use semantic techniques, for example, ontologies [116] and versioned knowledge

graphs providing provenance information about data, models, and knowledge from production

processes [57]. With the former, the agents gain semantic information about the terms which are

used in user requests. With the latter, the agent can get provenance information about the origin

of production data or the history of a product part. Here, challenges are, for instance, how the

semantic information can be used and how the information from different data sources can be

combined to improve production processes.
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Example. Assume a setting where an e-vehicle manufacturer wants to improve the material

choice for the main car body. Then the engineer, e.g., instructs a WWL Agent to first collect

information about available steel composites from different steel producers and then analyze them

according to the characteristics of the local production process as described by a Digital Shadow.

This Digital Shadow could be created by another agent in the WWL analyzing the processes in the

car factory and using AI methods such as machine learning. Provided with semantic information

about the processes and the materials which are planned to be used, a WWL Agent can give the

user a detailed answer with explanations and links to the provenance of the agent’s information.

Takeaway. The integration of (mathematical) models from engineering with AI models enables
new opportunities, and makes WWL Agents the enabling factor in the IoP. To this end, they rely
on the connection to various data sources from different production companies, and standardized
protocols. Existing knowledge-based agent technology needs further extensions to meet the demands of
the manufacturing industry in the setting of the IoP.

6.3 Model-Driven Digital Shadows
The termmodel-driven refers to development methodologies that rely on abstract models of systems

as central development artifacts [148]. These models carry explicit domain expertise and serve

as a foundation for communication, documentation, analysis, and synthesis in agile development

projects [129]. They can be systematically transformed into concrete implementations [49] such as

Digital Twins [13, 43], privacy-preserving IoT systems [104], information systems [54], or assistive

systems [105]. Digital shadows [88, 128, 135] relate to models, can carry models themselves, and

serve as (aggregated) abstractions of models for automated processing [13, 43].

Cross-Domain Collaboration. Interdisciplinary teams consisting of experts from the produc-

tion domain, computer science, automation, and many more develop a new generation of cyber-

physical production systems. All of them contribute individual expertise, perspectives, paradigms,

technologies, and solutions to the IoP. And often, this expertise is encoded in different kinds of

models [69, 105, 152]. The successful and efficient integration of domain-specific knowledge into

the IoP is crucial to construct the multi-perspective data and models at design time, simulation time,

and run time. In our vision, Digital Shadows also serve to semantically enrich process data to enable

(automated) decision making in (domain-specific) real time. To this end, they must be semantically

integrated with data and models engineered during design and simulation [80]. This need demands

a modeling of detailed aspects (from manufacturing system details to factory behavior, to strategic

goals, to interface descriptions) in sufficiently formal languages [129, 130].

Systems Engineering. Model-driven systems engineering [12, 42] lifts models to primary

development artifacts that increase abstraction and engineering efficiency in the interdisciplinary

engineering of cyber-physical (production) systems. These models usually conform to (domain-

specific) modeling languages (such as Simulink [37], SysML [51], or AutomationML [98]), that

provide experts with required functionality and facilitate describing and integrating systems

engineering concerns. Consequently, the system description is distributed over several models and

tools that currently are not syntactically and semantically integrated. Designing and engineering

the systems of the IoP, therefore, demands novel solutions for the automated, ad-hoc integration of

modeling languages and their tools, e.g., as presented by Dalibor et al. [41], such that experts of

the different domains can leverage modeling views tailored to their desired level of abstraction

across domain boundaries and optimized for analysis. Software Language Engineering (SLE) [68] is

a discipline that investigates the efficient engineering and integration of heterogeneous modeling

languages; hence SLE is a crucial prerequisite for providing domain-specific representations and

integrating knowledge from various domains within the IoP.
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Integrating Modeling Languages and Tools. This model and language diversity [152] will

also be reflected in Digital Shadows that need to provide optimized structures for handling large

amounts of data, selected engineering models, formalized knowledge about data, models, and their

context. To this end, Digital Shadows need to be able to integrate high-volume structured and

unstructured data with semantically rich, detailed engineering models and knowledge bases. Thus,

we need techniques capable of linking the different underlying modeling languages [27, 138] at

system design time as well as ad-hoc at runtime. These techniques consider syntactic [62] and

semantic integration [33] to bridge semantic gaps between the languages used to express parts of

the Digital Shadows, as, e.g., realized for the design of experiments in injection molding [13]. A

first concept on how Digital Shadows can be created and are handled during runtime together with

process mining techniques has been derived [22]. Efficiency is crucial to also enable an efficient

application to very large models. Therefore, research should leverage techniques from database

schema modeling [76] and artificial intelligence to enable compositional mechanisms [28] for

syntactic and semantic abstraction, aggregation, and integration of data and models.

Example.Domain experts from e-vehicle production define one ormoreDigital Shadow Types [22]
based on a conceptual model [10] for purposes related to production, e.g., quality monitoring or pre-

dictive maintenance. These types can be used as blueprints for concrete Digital Shadows recorded

from production data at runtime, e.g., a Digital Shadow Type might serve the purpose to minimize

the product rejection rate of the grinding process of front window panes and capture the related

information accordingly. During runtime, the Digital Shadows are created according to their types

and populated with models, data, and metadata. Using such Digital Shadows, the rejection rates

from every window pane are aggregated to every job on a grinding machine. Periodically, a new

Digital Shadow is created that aggregates again the rejection rates based on the new time slice.

Takeaway. Purpose-driven Digital Shadows can be created and provided at runtime using design
time models; thus, model-driven development supports and simplifies the automation of production.

6.4 Interconnected & Industry-Capable Infrastructure
The concept of Digital Shadows is based on the notion that a problem-specific view on the overall

process can be derived from a sufficient amount of process-related data. To this end, process data

needs to be recorded and collected, ideally in a fine-grained manner and by a variety of different

sensors, to provide a comprehensive description of the process. Subsequently, this description can

be scaled down to match the concrete requirements of a specific problem or task. In general, the

quality of the Digital Shadows correlates with the quality and the richness of the available data,

i.e., larger amounts of data are generally favorable. Companies are thus incentivized to collect,

process, and store huge volumes and varieties of data, which consequently requires a capable

infrastructure. Setting up this infrastructure and enabling the global WWL and its models introduce

several obstacles.

Data Integration. Availability and accessibility of information with high data quality is an

important issue in many production and business processes. For example, the quality assurance of

production companies could require access to detailed process data a long time after the production

is finished, which cannot be realized by traditional data integration approaches that use carefully

engineered data processing workflows to extract, transform, and load data into an integrated data

store. For the collection of data, we envision a data lake platform in which data is stored in its

raw format without prior integration or aggregation [61, 74]. Compression techniques on sensor

data could be applied to address the real-time requirements by reducing the amount of data, but a

lossless compression should be guaranteed. For example, in a use case of Laser Powder Bed Fusion,

in which high power-density lasers are used to melt and fuse metallic powders, we apply dynamic

compression techniques to reduce the data volume, but to maintain the information content.
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The data lake stores raw data to avoid restricting the data analysis to a predefined integrated

schema. The data in the lake should be enriched with semantic metadata and data quality informa-

tion (e.g., source, accuracy, time) to make it interpretable and usable in various applications.

Data Collection. As the data lake is intended to collect information from many sources in the

WWL, the underlying infrastructure must be able to transfer very large amounts of data. This

requirement is independent of whether the data lake is deployed on-premise or in the cloud.

We already identified that cumulative data rates for a single production cell can easily be

in the range of giga- to petabytes for settings where several machines are interconnected [55].

Directly transmitting all data is thus often infeasible as available data rates are too low. The current

bandwidth limitations dictate pre-processing and aggregation to make the WWL possible at all,

although this form of data reduction techniques technically contradicts our previously stated

requirement that data lakes should obtain all information. Thus, it is vitally important to devise

domain knowledge-based methods which can first reduce the amount of data that needs to be

transferred without loss of information, e.g., if some values can be derived from others. In this

context, Lipp et al. [96] propose a process-driven data collection that allows to statically configure

which data needs to be collected in which phase of the process at what granularity. This high level

of control allows to precisely adjust the amount of generated data to the required signal accuracy

as well as the available bandwidths.

Similarly, compute capabilities in the network can also be used to first dynamically detect the

current process phase (opposed to the static definition by Lipp et al.) and then scale the generated

data volume as needed, e.g., ensuring high data quality in times of interesting process behavior while

reducing the load in idle times [87]. Additionally, these in-network processing techniques allow for

handling data at line-rate and can thus more easily further reduce the load by removing (presumed)

irrelevant information or by performing pre-computation steps [55]. Finding the right trade-off
between storing as much raw data as possible while also adhering to infrastructure limitations by

reducing the transmitted data is currently a predominant challenge. In the aforementioned use case

of Laser Powder Bed Fusion, for example, the compression techniques automatically adapt their

configuration to the network bandwidth, processing capabilities, and data structures. Provisioning

a suitable infrastructure with sufficient bandwidth and storage capabilities is certainly a long-term

goal, enhanced by carefully placed and designed in-network compute functions.

Low-Latency Guarantees. Apart from high data rates, the IoP-enabling infrastructure must

also satisfy tight latency bounds, which, for example, are needed for process control [132]. This

constraint is particularly relevant if decisions are to be made by a remote system or individual based

on broader information from the data lake, rather than by process-near controllers solely based

on local knowledge. In this case, physical latencies between the processes and remote systems

are often already too high for very time-critical applications (sometimes with requirements in

the one-digit millisecond range), rendering pure remote solutions, e.g., over the Internet, infea-

sible. In-network processing again offers a solution as control programs can be deployed in the

network and thus significantly reduce the inherent latencies. These programs currently range

from simple LQR controllers [132] to basic line detection mechanisms [56] and can thus cover a

variety of simple control tasks. Additionally, complementary safety measures, such as emergency

stops, can also be realized in networking hardware, as is demonstrated by Cesen et al. [31]. The

accuracy and computing speed of such approaches is generally capable of reaching levels similar to

userspace applications, while networking devices are especially capable of processing significantly

higher packet rates [86]. Yet, implementing the required functionality on the current generation of

programmable networking hardware is still challenging [86].

Control Loops. Thus, in the context of the IoP, we envision that critical decisions for cyber-

physical control loops are made quickly within the production cell, e.g., emergency shutoffs for
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safety reasons. More complex controls are then implemented at the edge, within the network (in-

network processing), or in the cloud, where they can source additional data sources. Consequently,

the (local) decision quality improves with an IoP. Due to the interconnected nature of manufacturing

processes, companies even have the chance to account for issues in subsequent process steps. For

example, they can react to slight deviations or inaccuracies with control loop adjustments in the

next production cell, effectively implementing a real-time control loop for the shop floor. Here,

companies can rely on well-known approaches, or, in line with the Internet of Production, they can

utilize control loop adjustments that originate from model-integrated artificial intelligence and the

knowledge base in form of the World Wide Lab.

Device Heterogeneity. The immense heterogeneity regarding the involved sensors and machin-

ery, which often characterizes industrial production settings, is another challenge that needs to be

addressed [1, 35]. For example, depending on the vendor, sensors might differ in their expressiveness

or in the protocols that they support. Addressing this challenge on a system user’s level, Bodenben-

ner et al. [16] propose a domain-specific language that abstracts from the sensor-specific details and

allows a unified access to the sensor information. However, their solution does not directly address

how such sensors can actually be integrated and interconnected on a technical level. Additionally,

devices can also change dynamically, e.g., if a process is reconfigured to allow for the production of

different products. High flexibility is thus one of the most important infrastructure requirements.

Especially when considering the long lifetime of industrial devices, protocols capable of providing

security even in these heterogeneous settings are needed [40]. Paniagua et al. [113] provide a survey

of different architectural frameworks for Industry 4.0, such as FIWARE, International Data Space

(IDS) [112], or BaSys4.0. Although these frameworks also address device heterogeneity, they are

not specific on the level of communication protocols. More specific digital industrial platforms

are provided by different Industry 4.0 key players such as Siemens (MindSphere) or Bosch (IoT

Suite) [115]. However, these platforms are often customer-specific solutions, i.e., they claim to

address heterogeneous data and devices, but often require a significant customization effort to fit

the needs of specific use cases. Additionally, we note that despite the trends of security-by-design

and privacy-by-design, devices and protocols must be configured correctly to benefit from these,

which is, however, a frequently neglected aspect [38, 39].

Example. Overall, an interconnected and industry-capable infrastructure will enable the e-

vehicle manufacturer to move away from a traditional assembly line towards a more dynamically

reconfigurable sequence of production steps [25]. In this context, the flexible data collection and

integration centered around the data lake is key for ensuring a sufficient richness of data even in

such dynamic settings; thus, allowing access to detailed process information at all times, e.g., for

quality assurance purposes. While technical advancements, e.g., regarding storage and data rates,

are important to steadily increase the amount of processible data, layered control loops will enable

a fine-grained control of all running processes to improve the overall efficiency of the system and

allow for quick responses to system changes.

Takeaway. The specific characteristics of industrial environments pose challenges that cannot be
addressed by traditional data management and networking solutions, as some aspects require the inclu-
sion of remote services or edge computing while other aspects simply do not support such approaches.
Instead, a concept is needed, which carefully includes mechanisms to satisfy all of the mentioned needs:
high-data rates, support for heterogeneous data structures, low-latency data processing, and flexibility.

7 STRATEGIC RESEARCH DIRECTIONS FOR THE INTERNET OF PRODUCTION
The challenges discussed above show that a sustainable transition towards smart industrial produc-

tion within the framework of Industry 4.0 is necessary that goes well beyond an interdisciplinary

collaboration between engineers and computer scientists. Several disciplines are being involved in
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Fig. 4. Matrix of strategic research directions and layers in the Internet of Production. The size of the blue
circles corresponds to the priority (the bigger the more important).

computer science, as we have demonstrated with the level-based construction of arguments in the

previous section. While we have so far approached the challenges individually by computer science

disciplines, we are now looking at a comprehensive view of necessary research efforts. To this end,

in the following, we present five general research areas in the domain of computer science that

need to be addressed to turn the concept of the Internet of Production into reality. Figure 4 gives

an overview of the research areas and the required research efforts.

Standardized (Data) Interfaces. First, to ensure compatibility between individual components,

standardized interfaces and communication protocols are necessary. This is an elementary pre-

requisite for a large-scale infrastructure in which heterogeneous data sources and vendor-specific

peculiarities participate. The development of a single all-embracing formalism is unrealistic. Instead,

mechanisms for linking and mapping between different data sources, models, and systems need to

be developed. These mechanisms finally enable the linking of the current information silos. To be

able to process queries over such linked data sets, the query processing mechanisms must take

mappings into account and should be able to retrieve and to reconcile data from different sources.

Model-based systems can facilitate the aggregation of heterogeneous systems. These systems,

in turn, help autonomous agents to communicate with each other and with the devices in the

WWL via standardized interfaces. Thereby, the knowledge representation in the IoP should also

be standardized. As the last element, interfaces to humans need to be included here, which can,

for example, be normalized or specifically adapted for the usage context. Ultimately, the concept

of digital shadows must be further refined here, as their combination with humans can form an

exceptionally smart joint cognitive system. The domain knowledge leads us to the next aspect.

Interconnecting (Domain) Knowledge. The interconnected domain knowledgemust be share-

able and accessible to contribute to the global knowledge base. It must be accessible by autonomous

agent networks, as well as operators that want to build on the knowledge from other domains. To

this end, mechanisms and models must be developed, to allow integration and provision of metadata

and context together with the data. Today, most research on security and privacy is focused on

specific human-specific data. To enable secure collaboration in competitive industrial scenarios,

appropriate technical solutions are needed, with a special emphasis on the area of connecting

previously unaffiliated businesses. Here, questions arise that look into the privacy-preserving

matching of relevant resources with an inquiring party. The goal should be to create a distributed

decentralized knowledge service that operates on data in the WWL.
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Burden-Free Operation. Some hurdles need to be overcome on the path to a world-scale

deployment. A burden-free operation ensures that companies are interested in connecting to the IoP

and integrate it into their production sites. Therefore, an effortless implementation must be ensured.

Model-based approaches need to be seamlessly integrated to allow autonomous information sharing

for triggered queries, answered by autonomous agents. Hereby, it is essential that automation

without human intervention works flawlessly and that automated support systems with a human-

in-the-loop are designed right to avoid automation bias and the development of mistrust. The

infrastructure needs to ensure low-latency guarantees, despite the underlying unstructured peer-

to-peer topology. Likewise, real-time constraints mandate automated protocols for bargaining,

information retrieval, and exchange, as well as for billing. Consequentially, the system must be

adaptable for a diverse set of specific use cases.

Real-World Integration. The large amount of available production scenarios poses a challenge

to the real-world integration of the Internet of Production. Even more, within these scenarios, the

vast amount of data from heterogeneous sources and their representation in interfaces, as well as

their management, are open concerns. In particular, methods for capturing and integrating expertise

aremissing, especially on the scale of industrial knowledge and data rates. They are crucial to provide

sufficient input for the AI component of the production queries. At the same time, operation on the

data needs to be transparent to involved humans, including aspects such as explainable AI. Key

questions evolve aroundwhat information is relevant and how it can bemade accessible, transparent,

and actionable in a meaningful way, while preserving data correctness [117], to maximize the

benefits. With regard to the transition of existing systems, some research opportunities arise. On

the one hand, existing model-based representations of expert knowledge need to be re-used. On

the other hand, current data silos need to be added into a distributed data storage infrastructure, to

enable long-term gains.

Long-Term (Information) Usage. Finally, the last aspect of our research roadmap towards the

Internet of Production is long-term usage. Once the required infrastructure is in place, it needs to

be flexible enough to be sustained for future generations of industrial production systems. Research

on how to implement accountability [118, 123] and provenance [57] information in scenarios with

wildly-branched dependencies and origins is still in its infancy. Thereby, versioned data is required

for agents for consecutive information and explainability. Regarding humane aspects, modeling

of tacit knowledge and its digital capture needs to be enabled for the long run. Guarantees for

data quality and derived models must be defined to enable not only the usage of data but also to

support later reusability. Hereby, feedback and recovery mechanisms need to ensure the connection

between models and data, in a permanent, traceable, and synchronous manner. Related to this is

defining persistent identifiers for models, data, metadata, and other objects [59]. Further aspects

requiring research are long-term reliability of data storage and derived decisions. Similarly, means

for conflict resolution need to be integrated into the IoP; only then, the risks for querying and

utilizing the IoP are mitigated.

Next Steps. To arrive at the envisioned global Internet of Production, the mentioned research

areas have to advance simultaneously and in close collaboration. Hence, experts with suitable

interdisciplinary backgrounds are essential. In its entirety, the true value of the World Wide Lab

as the IoP’s prime application will increase through the connection and commitment of as many

participants as possible.

8 CONCLUSION
Our vision of the Internet of Production (IoP) and its enabling concepts of the World Wide Lab

and Digital Shadows extend beyond singular CPS and aim at the complete vertical and horizontal
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integration of production systems, smart data analytics, autonomous agents, and task-, context-,

and user-adaptive interfaces.

To implement this vision and to realize significant improvements in production, numerous activi-

ties in multiple domains are necessary. In this paper, we focused on research areas originating from

computer science: Production systems must be securely interconnected between different locations,

heterogeneous data streams from various systems must be captured, processed, aggregated, stored

with a sufficient level of detail, and semantically enriched. An infrastructure for synchronous

and asynchronous access to the data must be developed, existing data analysis methods must be

applied, and new algorithms that fit the data and processes must be designed. Queries are not

necessarily user-defined as concepts from AI should be implemented to establish new connections

between the collected data and derived Digital Shadows. Finally, the results of these analyses must

be transparently communicated to users of the IoP.

The changes we propose do not have to be implemented overnight, nor can they be. Instead,

the IoP allows for a phased approach. For example, Retrofitting is a suitable approach, which

acknowledges existing asset-heavy long-term investments by upgrading them with sensors and

actuators to get smart production systems [82]. This also effectively addresses the issue of sustain-

able production systems [142]. In further enhancement steps, initially limited WWL agents can

then integrate further AI tools as long as open interfaces are available.

Short-term benefits of the IoP result from higher production efficiency through smarter produc-

tion control for faster product and innovation cycles, that learns to adapt to new materials and

products, and interfaces that make production states transparent. In the long term, the WWL as

an application of the IoP will improve production engineering research, increase the viability of

industrial manufacturing, and positively impact society and the environment as a whole: By uncov-

ering previously unknown relationships along and across process chains, through the identification

of new potential to optimize the production efficiency, energy consumption, and value creation,

and by designing interfaces that increase employee autonomy, integrate their capabilities, and are

aligned with their values.

Beyond process chains in manufacturing, further implications up to the management level of

companies are to be expected by the possibilities the IoP offers. The flexibility unlocked through new

data streams will also impact business models. For example, new, dynamic forms of collaboration

in corporate networks through data-driven platforms will emerge, extending the research scope

from engineering and computer science to economic disciplines.

We conclude that many complex research challenges still remain to be solved to realize the vision

of a trusted, interconnected, and intelligent production landscape. However, the work towards the

Internet of Production requires an overarching commitment to provide measurable benefits for

industry, research, and society. Thus, to turn the vision of increasingly networked, smarter, and

sustainable industrial production into reality, all aspects and their comprehensive and interwoven

effects must be well-aligned and understood deeply. Conversely, this requires large, heterogeneous,

and interdisciplinary teams led by an integrated research framework. We intend to contribute to

achieving these goals within our ongoing research cluster Internet of Production, and invite

everyone within computer science to join us in contributing research towards the challenges laid

out in this paper.
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